Gibbs the Penguin is a character in our web comic series, “Rosie & Gibbs.” Gibbs is named after George Washington Gibbs Jr. Not only was he a sailor in the US Navy, but the real-life Gibbs was the very first African American to set foot on Antarctica. Gibbs served on the United States Antarctic Service Expedition in 1939 and later went on to get a degree in education. Gibbs Point on the Antarctic Peninsula is named after him.

**Snowflake cutting tips:**
- Use small scissors!
- Crease the edges of each fold with a pencil or the scissors’ handle to decrease chance of paper slipping while cutting.
- Print on thinner paper for easier cutting.
- Cut the inner detail work first, then unfold once to do the outside cuts.

---

1.) fold along the lines • 2.) cut out the gray sections • 3.) unfold!